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Abstract

We observe a composition modulated axial heterostructure in zincblende (ZB) InAs0.90Sb0.10
nanowires initiated by pseudo-periodic twin boundaries using scanning tunneling microscopy.
The twin boundaries exhibit four planes with reduced Sb concentration due to a lower Sb
incorporation during lateral overgrowth of a 4H wurtzite as compared to a ZB stacking sequence.
We anticipate that this leads to compositional band offsets in addition to known structural band
offsets present between 4H and ZB polytypes, changing the band alignment from type II to
type I.
Keywords: semiconductor nanowires, composition modulation, twin boundaries, scanning
tunneling microscopy, ternary III–V compounds
(Some ﬁgures may appear in colour only in the online journal)
1. Introduction

frequently to the formation of pseudo-periodic twin boundaries, equivalent to insertions of wurtzite (WZ) structure
bilayers [5, 6]. These planar defects can inﬂuence carrier
transport, band structure, photonic properties, and/or polarization [7, 8]. For example direct band gaps can be created by
pseudo-periodic twin boundaries in indirect band gap material
NWs [9].
Furthermore the crystal structure of NWs can be controlled to a large degree by growth conditions and alloy
composition [10–15], even though only one structure is stable
in the bulk/thin ﬁlms: III–V materials with large ionicity and
atom size differences (i.e. nitrides [16], phosphides [17], and
partially arsenides [18]) preferentially form WZ structure
NWs, whereas materials with smaller differences form the ZB
structure NWs (i.e. antimonides [19]). One example is the
crystal structure of InAs1−xSbx NWs that changes from WZ to
ZB at Sb concentrations of about 3% [19, 20]. Alloying with
different group V atoms can hence change the preferred

Ternary III–V compound semiconductor nanowires (NWs)
are promising building blocks for nanoscale electronic and
photonic devices. Due to their one-dimensional morphology,
NWs can be grown with almost any alloy composition
without detrimental lattice mismatch effects, in sharp contrast
to thin ﬁlm growth. This offers an ultimate engineering of
material properties such as band gaps or band alignments [1, 2].
The growth of NWs is mostly based on vapor–liquid–
solid process [3], where a catalyst droplet governs the structure and morphology of the NW [4]. Ideally the axial layer by
layer growth takes place at the catalyst-NW interface with
constant diameter. However, for zincblende (ZB) structure
NWs oscillations of the shape and size of the catalyst-NW
interface as well as the contact angle between the {111}
growth surface and the surface of the seed droplet lead
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crystal structure and in return the crystal structure may
inﬂuence the alloy composition. Therefore, the question arises
how twin boundaries affect the local composition of ternary
III–V NWs. This is particularly critical, since pseudo-periodic
twin boundaries could lead to a periodic composition modulation of ternary III–V NWs, which affects the electronic
properties much more directly than a possible local defect
state associated with the twin boundary.
Here, we investigate the spatial ﬂuctuations of the alloy
composition in pseudoperiodically twinned InAs0.90Sb0.10
NWs by scanning tunneling microscopy (STM). We identify
the spontaneous formation of a composition modulated
In(As, Sb) axial heterostructure governed by twinning of
InAs0.90Sb0.10 NWs. The driving mechanism is the reduced
Sb incorporation rate in WZ-type layers present at the twin
boundary during lateral overgrowth. We anticipate that this
offers new degrees of freedom to create novel periodic
compositional heterostuctures, with tailored band offsets and
novel electronic properties.

2. Experiment
For our investigations we used ZB InAs0.90Sb0.10 NW segments grown on top of WZ InAs NWs in [1 1 1] direction by
Au droplet assisted gas source molecular beam epitaxy at a
temperature of 410 °C. Detailed information about the growth
parameters and Sb composition analysis can be found in
[19, 21]. To prevent oxidation during the transfer through air
from the growth chamber to the STM-UHV system, the NWs
were capped after growth by a protective layer of arsenic.
This arsenic cap was thermally desorbed at 350 °C in the
STM-UHV system. Capping and decapping do neither
change the Sb concentration and distribution proﬁle nor
inﬂuence the morphology of the NWs [19, 22]. After decapping, the clean NWs were cleaved-off and transferred to a
clean Si(111) 7×7 surface for STM investigation.

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the zincblende InAs1−xSbx nanowire
(red), grown on top of wurtzite InAs nanowire (blue) in [111]
direction. During the growth of the top part, a lateral overgrowth of
the InAs bottom part can be observed. (b) Atomically resolved
constant-current STM image of two twin boundaries at the
InAs0.90Sb0.10 NW sidewall measured at 77 K (−2 V sample voltage
and 700 pA tunnel current). The image shows the ﬁlled dangling
bond states above the surface anions. The bright atomically localized
contrast features arise from Sb atoms incorporated on anion sites.
Inset: magniﬁcation of one of the twin boundaries. One chain of
dangling bonds in [110] direction is marked by green dashed lines. If
one traces this chain back to the twin boundary, the dangling bond
imaged directly at the boundary exhibits a slight downward
displacement. The displacement implies a directional change of the
dangling bond at the twin boundary. (c) Ball-model of the ZB atomic
lattice of the {110} NW sidewall facet including two twin
boundaries (red shaded areas). In (As) atoms of the ﬁrst and second
atomic layer are represented by ﬁlled gray (blue) circles. The
dangling bonds of the As atoms in the ﬁrst atomic layer are shown as
red ellipsoids. For the formation of a twin boundary, the insertion of
a single WZ layer is necessary. The a-plane unit cell of the WZ layer
is shown by the yellow shaded rectangle. Inset: side view along
[110] direction, showing the orientation of both, ﬁlled (red ﬁlled
ellipse) and empty (empty ellipse) dangling bonds at the anions and
cations, respectively.

3. Results
3.1. Atomic structure of twin boundaries

A schematic drawing of the investigated NWs is presented in
ﬁgure 1(a). The bottom WZ InAs segment, shown in blue,
consists initially of six equivalent non-polar {1010} sidewall
facets, changing into {1120} facets with progressing growth.
The top ZB segment, shown in red, also exhibits a six-fold
symmetry with six non-polar {110} sidewalls. Additionally, a
sawtooth faceting at the edges of two adjacent {110} sidewall
facets is observed. This sawtooth faceting is connected to
pseudo-periodic twin boundaries [19]. In the following, these
twin boundaries are analyzed by STM.
Figure 1(b) shows an atomically resolved constantcurrent STM image of a ZB InAs0.90Sb0.10 NW sidewall facet,
measured at 77 K and a sample voltage of −2 V. At these
measurement conditions, the contrast in the STM image is
given by the ﬁlled dangling bond states above the surface

anions [23]. Hence, only every second atom [i.e. all anions] of
the characteristic anion–cation zigzag chains in á110ñ direction are imaged (see blue atoms in ﬁgure 1(c)). The NW
sidewall area depicted in ﬁgure 1(b) exhibits three domains
separated by two twin boundaries. The twin boundaries are
stacking faults in the ABC stacking sequence of the ZB
atomic lattice along the [111] direction. A corresponding
schematic ball-model illustrating this domain and twin
boundary structure is illustrated in ﬁgure 1(c). Large ﬁlled
2
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gray and blue circles represent ﬁrst layer cations (In) and
anions (As, Sb), respectively, while small circles refer to
second layer atoms. The twin boundaries are highlighted by
the red shaded areas and exhibit ABC-AA′-C′B′A′ and C′B′
A′-C′C-ABC stacking sequences, respectively. The insertion
of an additional stacking layer leads to a rotation of the atomic
lattice by 180◦ along the [111] direction.
At this stage we concentrate on the ﬁrst layer atoms.
Above every ﬁrst layer anion and cation a ﬁlled and empty
dangling bond surface state is present, respectively (see side
view in the inset of ﬁgure 1(c)) [24]. Since the STM image
shows the ﬁlled density of states, we only indicated the ﬁlled
dangling bonds at the anions as red ellipses. These ﬁlled
dangling bonds are inclined towards the á001ñ direction [25].
At the twin boundary, the orientation of the ﬁlled dangling
bonds is rotated, leading to a small perpendicular displacement (see green dashed line highlighting the alignment of the
red ellipses in ﬁgure 1(c)). This displacement is characteristic
of twin stacking sequences [26, 27] and can be observed in
the magniﬁed STM image shown as inset of ﬁgure 1(b): when
tracing the atomic chains from the right side towards the twin
boundary, a slight downward displacement of the lowermost
dangling bond directly at the twin boundary can be observed,
as highlighted by the green dashed lines, in perfect agreement
with the ball-model. The above mentioned AB[C-A-A′]C′B′
and C′B′[A′-C′-C]AB stacking sequences at the twin
boundaries correspond to the local insertion of two WZ
structure planes. This is indicated by the WZ a-plane unit cell
highlighted by a yellow rectangle in ﬁgure 1(c).

Figure 2. (a) Local Sb surface concentration map derived from the

STM image shown in (b). (b) Atomically resolved constant-current
STM image of the sidewall surface measured at 77 K (−3 V sample
voltage and 10 pA tunnel current). The image shows the ﬁlled
dangling bond states above the surface anions. The atomically-sized
protrusions arise from Sb atoms incorporated on anion sites. Twin
boundaries are marked by dashed vertical lines.

3.2. Sb composition modulation

After characterizing the atomic structure of the NW, we turn
to the chemical analysis. For this, we make use of the fact that
Sb atoms incorporated substitutionally on anion surface sites
appear as bright, atomically-sized protrusions in the STM
images [21, 28]. On this basis, we identify the atomic lattice
position of every Sb atom in STM images and determine the
local Sb concentration. A map of the local Sb concentration of
the {110} ZB structure NW sidewall facet, together with the
corresponding STM image, is shown in ﬁgures 2(a) and (b),
respectively. The positions of the twin boundaries are indicated by white dashed lines. At ﬁrst glance, the surface Sb
concentration in ﬁgure 2(a) seems to ﬂuctuate between 0.3
and 1.8 nm−2, forming clusters with higher Sb concentrations
around 25%. However, along the twin boundaries, rather low
Sb concentrations are observed.
This ﬁrst indication of a correlation between the Sb
concentration and the twin boundary positions is further
corroborated by evaluating the Sb concentration c (x ) =
nSb (x )
in every atomic row parallel to the twin boundary
n ( x ) + n (x )
Sb

Figure 3. Normalized, plane-resolved concentration c(x) of Sb atoms

in InAs0.90Sb0.10 NWs as a function of the distance x to a twin
boundary. The concentrations were measured in STM images of the
{110} sidewall facet. Values above (below) 1 indicate a higher
(lower) than statistically expected occurrence of Sb. Four atomic
planes round the twin boundary exhibit a signiﬁcantly smaller Sb
concentration than statistically expected (see green shaded area) The
average normalized Sb concentration near the twin boundary is
0.68±0.1, corresponding to InAs0.92Sb0.08.

As

[equivalent to every (111) layer] as a function of the distance x
to the twin boundary. nSb(x) and nAs(x) denote the number of
Sb and As atoms, respectively. In addition, we normalized the
layer resolved Sb concentration by the overall average Sb
concentration c0 = N N+SbN , where NSb as well as NAs are the
Sb
As
total numbers of Sb and As atoms of the investigated domain,

respectively. We derived the Sb concentration c(x) from STM
images of the sidewall facet for seven different domains,
corresponding to ∼5000 atoms in total. The bar chart in
ﬁgure 3 illustrates the spatial distribution of the Sb
3
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concentration averaged over the seven domains. The twin
boundary position is at x=0. Close to the twin boundary
four atomic planes exhibit a Sb concentration signiﬁcantly
lower than the overall average c0=11.8%. The normalized
Sb concentration of these four atomic planes near the twin
boundaries is on average 0.68±0.1 (i.e. InAs0.92Sb0.08), as
indicated by the green shaded bar in the background of
ﬁgure 3.

4. Discussion
4.1. Sb incorporation

The experimental Sb concentration measurement in ﬁgure 3
demonstrates that the incorporation of Sb is less favorable
near the twin boundary as compared to the center of the
individual ZB domains. This effect can be correlated with the
presence of a WZ-type stacking at the twin boundary.
For demonstrating this we recall that during growth of
the nominal InAs0.90Sb0.10 segment, the bottom WZ structure
InAs segment is laterally overgrown by In(As, Sb), which
inherits the WZ structure of the InAs core [19]. STM images
of this WZ structure In(As, Sb) shell show that the Sb concentration is only (8.2±1) % on the WZ structure m-plane
sidewall facet, i.e. much lower than on the ZB (110) facet,
grown simultaneously under identical conditions. Note, the
sidewalls of both segments represent surfaces formed by
lateral overgrowth [21]. Furthermore, imaging of m and
a-plane facets of other In(As, Sb) NWs with slightly higher
Sb concentration (not shown here) demonstrate that the Sb
incorporation is almost identical on WZ structure m and
a-plane facets. Hence, the lower Sb incorporation is not a
surface orientation effect during lateral overgrowth, but is
related to the incorporation of Sb in the WZ structure itself
[29]. Indeed, alloying InAs NWs with Sb induces, at very low
Sb concentrations, a switch from WZ to ZB structure in axial
growth [11, 19, 30]. This axial switch can also be interpreted
as lower solubility of Sb in WZ structure InAs than in ZB
structure InAs. Hence, the Sb incorporation is lower on WZ
structure than on ZB structure shells and similar effects can be
expected in the core of the NW. This explains the observation
of a reduced Sb concentration near twin boundaries.

Figure 4. Conduction and valence band edge positions determined

for the measured Sb compositions shown in ﬁgure 3 using the Sb
composition bowing parameters of InAs1−xSbx given in [31] (white
symbols). In addition, near the twin boundary, the stacking
corresponds to a 4H wurtzite structure insertion, which additionally
has band offsets with the surrounding zincblende structure [34]. This
shifts the band edge positions upward, changing the almost ﬂat band
condition from the conduction to the valence band (see ﬁlled
symbols). The averaged band alignment is indicated by the
background shading.

the here present composition range. In contrast, the bowing
of the valence band edge is steep with composition and hence
the valence band edge is found to be lower for four layers
near the twin boundary.
This raises the question how to relate these four layers to
the stacking sequence, as only two WZ-type layers are
inserted at a twin boundary (see ﬁgure 1(c)). At closer look,
the stacking sequence near the twin boundary can also be
considered as a 4H type wurtzite structure insertion (see
ﬁgure 1(c)). The corresponding surface unit cell is highlighted
as yellow shaded area in the schematic model in ﬁgure 4. This
view is supported by the fact that an inserted 4H unit cell
naturally affects four layers and 4H segments were also previously found in III–V NWs [32, 33]. Hence, the experimental data suggest that a ZB twin boundary behaves
electrically like a 4H insertion.
Besides the thus far discussed compositional band offsets, a 4H wurtzite structure insertion has also structurally
induced band offsets. These band offsets with respect to
the surrounding ZB structure were calculated to be 29 and
58 meV for the valence and conduction band, respectively
[34], shifting the band edge positions in the 4H segment
upward. Therefore, as ﬁrst approximation of the total compositionally and structurally induced band structure at the
twin boundary, we added the structural 4H-ZB band offsets to
the compositional band edge positions values in ﬁgure 4 for
the four layers at the twin boundary (ﬁlled black circles).
Furthermore, the background shading in ﬁgure 4 indicates the average band edge energies for the 4H insertion and
the surrounding zincblende structure. Note, the subatomic
potential shape of the band offset at the interface cannot be

4.2. Implication on band offsets

At this stage we address the electronic effects of the composition changes near twin boundaries. Changing the Sb
composition is inevitably connected to changes of the band
gap and insertions of band offsets. To illustrate this we
derived the layer by layer resolved band edge positions using
our measured Sb compositions c(x) and the InAs1−xSbx
bowing parameters determined in [31]. Figure 4 shows the
such obtained conduction and valence band edge positions
determined for the layer resolved Sb compositions shown in
ﬁgure 3 as white symbols. Considering only the compositional effects, no band offset is present for the conduction
band, since the bowing of the conduction band edge is ﬂat for
4
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deduced here, since the band edge energies are only (111)
bilayer resolved. However, the averaged band alignment
reveals a type I band alignment (with large positive conduction band and small negative valence band offset) in contrast
to the type II band alignment expected for pure InAs 4H-ZB
(or WZ-ZB) polytype interfaces without additional composition modulation. Hence, the transition from type II to type I
band alignment results from the Sb composition modulation
at the twin boundaries.
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5. Conclusions
In conclusion, twin boundaries in ZB InAs0.90Sb0.10 NWs
exhibit four planes with reduced Sb concentration due to a
lower Sb incorporation during lateral overgrowth of a 4H
stacking sequence as compared to a ZB one. This reduced
incorporation is also found for lateral overgrowth of 2H
wurtzite stacking sequences. The twin boundary-induced
compositional modulation introduces compositional band
offsets in addition to structural ones between 4H and ZB
polytypes. Thereby the type II band alignment between 4HZB transforms into a type I band alignment. Hence, the
insertion of twin boundaries has a much deeper impact on the
electronic properties of NWs than just localized defect states
and offers the possibility to create composition modulated
heterostructures.
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